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Underscribing – Seen from “The Old World”
By Jon Prøis Rustand, Arendal, Norway 

I know the tradition of log building in the “Old 
World,” i.e. in Norway, best, and I don’t know much 
about log building in English-speaking areas, except 
for superficial impressions of style and outlook, and so 
the article in Log Building News 66 called “Too Much 
Underscribing?” was where I started to compare log-
construction traditions in both places. There are very 
interesting parallels and experiences, and also some 
differences in materials, climate, and thinking.

About Scribing in North America and Norway
It is very interesting to notice that English-speaking log 
builders have started underscribing the notch in North 
America to avoid shrinkage gaps as the logs dry to 
what you call Equilibrium Moisture Content (EMC). 

This is, mostly, different than in the Norwegian log 
building tradition in which the common ideal is:
• the log shall be completely dry before working it 

(i.e. about 16% moisture, which is EMC in most 
areas of Norway);

• scribing the groove and notch using equal settings 
(the logs must fit both places when first put 
together in the wall).
The quality of Norwegian craftsmanship has varied  

a lot, probably at all times of history, but as far as  
we know the quality is worse today (at least here  
in Norway). The pressure for building of log cabins  
has been tremendous over the last years and the 

Closeup of 
the Loft at 
Kleivi

The Loft at Kleivi (built circa 1790)
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MISSION STATEMENT
This association is a non-profit 

organization comprised of log crafters and 
affiliated members from many countries. 

We are dedicated to the education of 
both our members and the public. 
Our association has a mandate to 

research, develop and share techniques 
relevant to the construction of superior 

handcrafted log buildings.

knowledge of craftsmanship has not been built up to the same extent. So far, we can 
say that to a great extent recent construction has used green, raw timber, and the 
result has been big gaps especially in the corner notches.

Norway is the country in the world that has the most surviving log buildings from 
the Middle Ages (1030 – 1650 AD). This website, which is only in Norwegian, provides 
some documentation: http://miljolare.no/tema/kulturminner/artikler/bygningsarven.
php — search for Norge er det landet i verden (“Norway is the country in the world”). 
Farther down you can find drawings of two of the common notch types from early 
Middle Ages, i.e., before 1350, called Findalslaft and Raulandslaft. 

When we look at these buildings we can see that in spite of their great age, the 
tightness in the groove and notch in many cases is far better than what is being 
produced today. Why? It is very difficult to get to know details about working 
techniques, tools and how tools were used in early ages, when all you have to learn 
from is the old buildings—no books, drawings or paintings, or other evidence. But 
we have often concluded that the logs must have been very dry when the work was 
started.

At least two elements from the tradition support this. We know that before cutting 
down the trees, they increased the proportion of heartwood (Scandinavian pine) by:
• cutting off the top of the tree, reducing the crown (top branches), and putting a 

stone on top;
• hurting the tree from top to bottom with an axe or other tools, which provoked a 

reaction in the tree to produce more heartwood.
This is a slow process, as far as I remember now, it could take 15 to 20 years. I do 

not know people who have practiced this, but I do know some of those who have 
made recent experiments, like Jon Bojer Godal. 

We also know that in many cases they logged the trees many years ahead and let 
them dry before using them. 
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The following story is traditional about quality-testing of the 
log craftsman: when the log was finished both in the groove and 
the notch, they lifted the log a bit and put a piece of cloth in the 
groove. This should catch completely as the log was let down 
again, and not be able to be pulled through anywhere.

All these things add up to the conclusion that most logs were 
fitted tightly together both in groove and notch in the Middle 
Ages (not underscribed). And as we can see, those fits are still 
tight now, hundreds of years later.

Telemark
But we have in Norway one tradition that I know of (in the 
Telemark region) where they do the scribing in almost exactly 
the same manner as you refer to, namely the “underscribing.” 

The story I am about to tell now is about building lofts (log 
buildings) late in the 1700s – which leads us to the thought that 
this could have been done much earlier, as well.

Bjørn Brattson was one of the finest logbuilders ever to set foot 
in Telemark, and he was also an outstanding carpenter. Born in 
1754 he built one of his first lofts at Sudistog Svalastog in the 
time between 1775 and 1780. Bjørn knew the art of making a 
gap in the groove when he built the wall. When Bjørn built the 
Haugan Loft in Morgedal, Olav Haugane thought he did it all 
wrong, because Olav could put an axe handle between the logs 
in the groove. 

This technique was thought to be the best, especially on big 
houses. Brattson sat on the roof while the roof was covered 
and hit it with his broad axe, and the house squeaked and sank 

together. It became watertight after the logs had shrunk all they 
wanted. (from Rauland and Vinje, Countryside Story, page 357.)

The photos with this article are taken by me in 2008, and are 
all from the Loft at Kleivi, Åmotsdal in the middle of Telemark. I 
heard the story told about Bjørn Brattson, but the Loft at Kleivi in 
fact was put up by an even more famous log builder, carpenter, 
and church builder named Jarand Rønjom Rui, about whom 
there are many more stories, perhaps not so picturesque as this 
one about Brattson.

The story is lovely, but too picturesque to be true, I believe. But 
the underscribing was real enough.

What kind of tools Bjørn Brattson used, I don’t know, but he 
clearly must have been underscribing much, perhaps 30mm  
(1-1/8") gaps in the groove. There is no direct evidence of the 
size of the underscribe gap, I believe. But the story itself says:  
“he could put an axe handle in the groove.” This is my 
translation of the original text, and the question is – how much 
is an axe handle? Many of my axes have a handle (skaft, in 
Norwegian) that is about 30mm.

The excellent log builder Ottar Romtveit, who lives and works 
in Rauland today, underscribes and ”hangs up in the notch,” as 
he says, in a way that the notch becomes all tight after sinking 
and drying, it probably is in the same tradition as Bjørn Brattson. 

Hans Øistein Ackenhausen has been working with Romtveit 
for years and reveals the rules for underscribing like this: “When 
the log is quite green and raw, we scribe to get the gap in the 

continued next page
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groove as high as four leaves of the measure stick (between 
13mm and 15mm, about 1/2" to 5/8"). Logs that are quite dry 
but not totally dry, we underscribe two leaves (about 7mm, or 
about 1/4").”

This way of explaining casual measures in a folk manner uses 
the word for a folding measure stick (tommestokk in Norwegian). 
While the measure stick is one meter long unfolded, it can be 
folded down so it has six layers. The thickness of the entire folded 
stick (6 layers) is almost 20 mm (3/4"), so one layer is about 
3mm (1/8").

Each of the folding parts we call “leaves” (in Norwegian: blad). 
So, two leaves are about 7 mm (about 1/4"). This is of course not 
a very precise measure, but good enough, and certainly quick to 
use – just stick an object into the gap.

These measurements I have mentioned shall be used on the 
lowest part of the wall. Up near the top of the wall, the gap in 
the groove must be smaller than I have mentioned, to make 
it come totally together after shrinking and drying. See my 
comments about why this is done a bit later in this article. It is 
important to cut out extra room inside the notch as well as over 
the underlying log that is being crossed, or else the groove will 
never close.

Hans Marumsrud, carpenter and log builder, situated in Atrå 
(Tinn in Telemark), often works for the Norwegian Handicraft 
Development in Maihaugen, Lillehammer as well as for the 
Directorate for Cultural Heritage, and he reports that he has 
taken down several log buildings from the Middle Ages where 
the upper log in a notch intrudes into the lower log as much as 
10mm (3/8"), and that the deformation of the saddle was up to 
10mm, both into what we call the cheek (that is the slope of the 
saddle) and on top of the saddle.

In these cases the underscribing clearly was big, and the upper 
log had sharp, strong edges that crushed into the lower log.

Scratch Scribers 
A few comments about a special Norwegian scribing tool with 
two pairs of points (four points total). My uncle (Ole-Karl Prøis) 
and at least one other log builder I spoke to about this, said 
the purpose of the scriber that has four points instead of the 

common two-point scriber meddrag, was not underscribing, but 
to make it easier to scribe along the saddle/notch at a different 
angle than along the groove.

Scratch scribers are a whole theme for itself, and very 
interesting. The points are of mainly two types: pointing 
backward or pointing forward. The first is for scribing grooves, 
the latter for scribing the notches, though many notch styles 
are not scribed at all, but are laid out with a measure stick 
(tommestokken) or parallel stick because both the upper log and 
the lower log have saddles, kinn or “cheeks.” In Telemark, where 
we have seen that they underscribe now and in the past, they 
don’t use a scriber for the notches. I have video clips of my uncle 
using these tools (in fact I have video of the whole process).
Quality of Trees
The Scandinavian Pine that has been used here and in many old, 
still-standing, log buildings in Norway is very high quality, at 
least those that were built hundreds of years ago. Often the logs 
were slow grown and the sapwood was axed off as the logs were 
shaped before being used.

Another aspect that must be eye catching for you is the shaping 
of the logs, and many elements of style are quite different from 
your tradition. In some of the best buildings still standing, there 
is mostly not much sapwood, both due to large dimensions of 
the original (old) trees and that they sometimes were grown 
to produce a lot of heartwood and not much sapwood (as 
mentioned earlier). And as you see, Norwegian building tradition 
removes much of the log, especially on both vertical sides, and 

Notch in Loft at Kleivi, still tight after 220 years
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this of course results in removing the sapwood. The remaining, 
the heartwood, resists water and avoids rotten wood.

The ideal, in my opinion, is to emphasize the surface-finish 
both inside the notch (even though it cannot be seen) and 
outside the logs, in a way that they are completely smooth and 
will more easily reject and shed water—and to obtain this finish 
we must use axes or chisels, not chainsaws.
How Much Underscribe?
Robert points out that the log shrinkage is much less than 
the usual underscribing (less than 25mm, less than 1"), 
and I consider this is right. And your question on whether 
underscribing should be so much more than is necessary to get 
the gap together, I totally agree with you – we should not have 
too much underscribe. The reason is that the structure of the 
wood will be destroyed and it will have a tendency to gather 
water and start to rot, if it has been crushed. Furthermore it is 
my opinion that we must avoid too much underscribing here 
because too much is not needed to keep the notches tight.

Norwegian log buildings, I figure, will normally have much 
less weight on the log walls than yours, and so we have to be 
more accurate, and not underscribe more than the weight, 
the shrinkage and the sinking (compression) itself will manage 
to close. This could also be a reason why underscribing is not 
common here in Norway.

The two other postulates Robert had in his article:
• that the underscribing should be equal in all notches in one 

layer, regardless of the span between them; and

• that the undersribing also is best to be equal in all heights of 
the wall,
… are both correct, in my opinion, if the underscribing is a 

little bit bigger than theoretically necessary to keep ahead of log 
shrinkage. This I also agree with.

We all know that the physical attributes of the logs vary much 
in relation to the ideal presumptions by which we calculate 
expected shrinkage. Some logs will shrink more, some less than 
we calculate, even though the logs are apparently identical. And 
it is tempting to underscribe some more, just to be on the “safe” 
side and make all the notches tight. This is probably the reason 
why we in the Norwegian tradition of underscribing, perhaps 
use a little more underscribing than is necessary low down in the 
wall and hence use less underscribing (i.e., the correct amount 
of underscribe) higher in the wall. It is probably just to be on 
the safe side, knowing that the weight on the low logs that have 
“too much” underscribe, will still close up the gaps.

I must say as a conclusion to my study of your techniques: 
It is impressive how far you have come in the improving the 
theoretical treatment of the difficulties in log building. And as far 
as I can judge from the photographs, the practical side and the 
finishing of the buildings look just great.

It is my impression that this level of discussion on log 
construction techniques is not common in Norway, and 
underscribing is a dead theme, as far as I have noticed. Hopefully 
I will manage to contribute to a new kind of discussion also here 
in my home country, that is my goal. 
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Big eveNT
The ILBA was generously invited by the 
Great Lakes Log Crafters’ Association 
to co-host a conference at one of their 
favorite places: Telemark Resort and 
Convention Center in Cable, Wisconsin.  
Our associations have many members 
in common and share a similar focus to 
provide, among other things, continuing 
education in the business and craft 
of handcrafted log building as well as 
for people in auxiliary fields and those 
members who are building for themselves. 

This will be the first time both 
organizations have formally combined for 
such a meeting. The conference organizers 
have planned the meeting as an affordable 
event with modest conference and 
meal fees and bargain rates on lodging. 
Telemark is a scenic, 1.5 hour drive from 
the Duluth, Minnesota airport (DLH), from 
which rental cars and group rides by rental 
limo are available. 

CABLe AND TeLeMARK  
LOCAL HiSTORY
Surrounded by thick forests of Norway, 
jack and white pine in northwestern 
Wisconsin, Cable began as a railroad 
and logging town in the last part of the 
19th Century. A local news account in 

1907 averred that “there was something 
doing in Cable all of the time and for vice 
and wickedness there were few places 
that could equal this frontier village,” 
which sported “thirteen saloons…and 
other institutions of vice in proportionate 
numbers.”

Things have tamed down considerably 
since then and now the tiny, scenic tourist 
town next to Mount Telemark (named 
after a county in Norway)  and nearby 
Telemark Resort are mainly known for 
two events, neither particularly lascivious, 
but very well-known around the world:  
the largest September mountain bicycle 
(off-road) race in the country – the 
Chequamegon Fat Tire Festival, and 
the American Birkebeiner, a late-winter 
cross-country ski race second only to 
its counterpart by the same name in 
Lillehammer, Norway.  

The American Birkebeiner began as 
a commemoration of an event going 
back to civil strife in medieval Norway 

(early 1200s) when the Bagler and the 
Birkebeiner factions had long been at war, 
and a baby (putative) prince was rescued 
from the Baglers by a sympathetic priest 
and then spirited away by a small group 
of Birkebeiners, warriors on skis with 
birchbark leggings. The escape, which 
involved a long ski through mountainous 
terrain, was successful, and, once the baby, 
named Haakon, grew up and took over, 
a period of peace and prosperity ensued. 
There is even a bar and grill at the resort 
named after the fortunate young Norse 
king.

I also have to mention that, from a 
first-hand look that I made recently, the 

Conference & AGM 2009
May 7, 8, and 9, 2009 in Cable, Wisconsin
By Ron Brodigan, ILBA President

High quality, hewn, full-scribe-fit dovetail 
school in Northern Wisconsin, 1906. The 
Finnish-American settlers built the best quality 
log buildings to be found in Wisconsin.

An Affordable 
Event  
is Planned
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resort has very ample facilities, capacious 
meeting and dining rooms, swimming 
pool, good-looking, comfortable lodge 
rooms, each with balcony, and lots of 
open space for the competitive games and 
crane courses.

THRee PRe-CONFeReNCe COURSeS
Crane Certification (National 
Commission for the Certification of 
Crane Operators)
Planned for Monday, May 4th through 
Wednesday, May 6th, this course will 
include the one day of instruction, along 
with one day each of written and practical 
testing for certification on hydraulic 
truck-mounted telescopic, rough-terrain, 
all-terrain, and crawler cranes – more often 
known as either mobile crane fixed cab or 

mobile crane swing cab. Each candidate for 
certification will take a specialty practical 
exam for one of the two crane types. The 
course will not cover lattice-boom cable 
cranes, tower cranes, or knuckle-boom 
hydraulic log loaders. The fee is $500. 
There are prerequisites, including a physical 
exam. A DOT exam is acceptable, as are the 
NCCCO forms completed by your doctor. 
Website for more detailed information 
is http://www,nccco.org/certification/
mobilecraneoperator.html. Contact Kay 
Sellman (dlsellman@aol.com), the Test Site 
Coordinator, for specifics and the deadline 
for registering.

SketchUp Computer Program
Clark Bremer will teach a full-day class on 
Google SketchUp from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm 

on Thursday, May 7th. Bring your laptop 
with SketchUp installed. A roving proctor 
will be available for individual assistance 
to attendees. SketchUp is free software for 
3D modeling of structures, among other 
applications.

Blower Door Testing and infrared 
Thermography for Leak Detection
By fitting a powerful fan into the frame of 

above Telemark Resort main lodge and Cable, 
Wisconsin location map

continued next page

Telemark Resort in  
Cable, Wisconsin
May 7th to 9th

Helping handcrafted 
log home builders
through technology

Meet us at the conference

www.ballmer.ca
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an exterior door in a residence near the 
conference, Kevin Maynard will discuss 
and demonstrate the ins and outs of using 
pressurized air and infrared cameras to 
identify locations of air infiltration for 
appropriate remedial action, and, even 
more importantly, to educate and remind 
the builder on connecting points in a log 
structure that could be fitted more tightly 
and/or gasketed during construction. 

The testing is also useful for reducing 
energy consumption, checking for 
contamination by indoor air pollution, and 
avoiding moisture condensation problems. 
Infrared Thermography is another way at 
discerning the same potential problems as 
well as water leaks that can lead to mold 
in walls. This practical demonstration is 
scheduled for 9-12 am on Thursday, May 

7th, with an additional one-hour program 
by Kevin on Saturday afternoon.

LOgBUiLDeR’S gAMeS
Our customary log builder games, a 
competition including slabbing, scribing, 
notching and axe throwing, will be held 
on Thursday, May 7th in an open area 
near the lodge. Appropriate safety gear is 
a requirement. Prizes will be awarded at 
Saturday evening’s banquet. 

AUCTiON TO BeNeFiT BOTH 
ASSOCiATiONS
After dinner on Friday, May 8th, the many 
fine donations will be auctioned by a 
professional auctioneer, Justin Hall, from 
Cable.

SLiDeSHOW
The slideshow for showcasing members’ 
work is scheduled for Saturday evening. If 
you want to participate, please contact Kay 
Sellman at info@gllca.org for instructions 
on sending slides to her by April 15th. 

SPONSORS/veNDORS
Sponsors, some of whom will be exhibiting 

at the conference, include Viking 
Industries, Sansin Corporation, Ballmer 
Systems Inc., GRK Fasteners, Schroeder 
Log Home Supply, Inc., Timberlinx, 
Summer Beam Books, and others. There 
will be an evening Wine and Cheese 
interlude with some of these sponsors.

SOMe OF OUR SeSSiONS
Ken Lallamont will lecture and 
demonstrate chainsaw sharpening and 
chainsaw safety, Joe Miller will speak on 
engineering, David Rogers on restoration 
of log structures, Robert Chambers on 
sill log layout, Clark Bremer on Google 
SketchUp, and, of course, John Boys with 
Tech-Talk.

OUR AgM & APPROvAL OF THe 
ReviSeD LOg BUiLDiNg STANDARDS
The membership will receive the annual 
reports from the various board officers 
and committees, and address any other 
items on the agenda. An extra hour will 
be devoted to discussing and approving 
the work of the Standards Committee, 
recently holding meetings under the 

Get  this issue in  
Full Color!

Download it at  
www.logassociation.org

TimberTools.com
Your source for quality tools and service

•	 Timber Tool Forge	–	Hand	forged:	chisels,	scarf	slicks,	
spuds,	draw	knives,	Lassiter	tools	and	more

•	 Belgian	garnet	sharpening	stones
•	 SwissPro/HEMA	–	Mortisers,	slotters,	guide	tracks,	drill	

guides,	circular	saws,	skew	notchers	&	tenon	cutters,	
portable	planers,	chain	beam	saws,	portable	band	saws

•	 Serra Saw Mills	–	wide	blade	technology,	electric	drive,	
perfect	production	saw	for	logs	up	to	3'	-	5'-4"

•	 REX / Mida	–	4-sided	planers,	moulders	for	reliable	
continuous	operation

•	 CNC joinery and log milling machines	–	Essetre/Krusi		
•	 Land Ark – All natural wood finish, also exterior, soft wax 

for	end	grain	or	polish.	Reduces	checking.
•	 Double-cut auger bits	–	Cleanest	cut,	easily	powered:	
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•	 Zentra	–	Drilling	system	with	centering	points,	from	5/16"	

to	8",	most	materials:	man-made	or	timber

Tel:	1-800-350-8176
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See You at Our Conference!
May 7, 8, and 9, 2009 

chairmanship of Robert W. Chambers. The committee has met 
frequently by teleconference to debate in great detail, with some 
very good discussion, the document, which began in the late 
1970s and has been known as the “Log Building Standards.” The 
new document, which may have a title containing the phrase, 
“Effective Practices,” will be looked over by the ILBA board, and 
then offered to the members-at-large for approval at our Annual 
General Meeting. 

On our ILBA website there are documents about the new 
document, including the reasons for potentially dropping the 
word “standards.” Robert explains the overall purpose of the 
modifications as follows:

“The goal of the newly revised document is to provide 
construction guidance that informs customers; educates 
apprentices and employees; assists carpenters and 
subcontractors who complete our log homes; informs log home 
designers and architects; provides insight and background 
information to inspectors; and shares the vast accumulated log-
construction experience of ILBA members.”

Check the “Members Only” and the Forum sections on 
our website periodically for regular updates on this important 
process. Your input is welcome. 

West Chesterfi eld, NH  •  www.foardpanel.com
1-800-644-8885

Roof Systems  •  Dormers  •  Pre-Cuts 

Fast  •  Aff ordable  •  Energy-Effi  cient 
I N S U L AT E D  PA N E L S
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Log staircases can be an awesome feature in any log 
home. All staircases can eat up a lot of room, and so 
they need to be well designed, and well positioned in 
a home, to be the most functional and efficient for 
their intended job.
I have built many stairs, and here is how I built this one. Firstly 
I sourced a number of fluted and flared out Douglas fir tree 
stumps from the local forest. Not easy to get, and better to get 
them while the logging crew is there, so they can lift these heavy 
pieces.

These plantation-grown Douglas fir have no tap-root, 
which make them ideal for log builders—the roots snake out 
horizontally (and look great), without going down (and being 
more difficult for us to stand the post upright). The stumps are 
also easier to pull out of the ground since they have no tap-root 
to keep them anchored. (The tap-roots are broken off at the 
nursery on purpose, while the trees are seedlings, and before 
they’re planted, because it makes the land easier to clean up 
after harvest.)

After I’ve chosen the most suitable two or three stumps to 
use, we debark them carefully by hand and the root area is 
waterblasted clean. This takes time, but is worth the effort. 
Looking at the home plans, I decide which directions the roots 
should be exposed—into the room, or not.

Working in our yard, we use a flat 2x layout deck, like a truss-
lofting deck, and start by drawing the existing log walls on, and 
then adding other important surfaces and lines. Newel posts, as 
these tree stumps are technically called in the staircase business, 
are usually positioned at the dead centre termination points of 
the handrail line. We also use these tree stumps where a stair 
changes direction—the inside corner of an “L,” for example.

For this stair, I placed the newel stumps on location on the 
layout deck, and then I photographed the setup from several 
angles, and emailed them to the customer, for confirmation 
that they were not too extreme for their liking. If they were, 
they could be rotated to hide extreme features. Sometimes we 
exchange a stump for a less extreme piece. (By the way, anyone 
need a 9-foot diameter, 3-tonne Monterey cypress stump? See 
the NaturalLogHomes.co.nz website for pictures of some of our 
‘Lord of the Rings’ stumps!)

After careful measurement of the existing log shell (or the 
home, if it’s already been shipped and assembled), an exact 
floor-to-floor height is established; and an accurate guess of 
the settling amount also has to be added. We don’t use 6% 
for this figure (which is the amount we allow above doors and 
windows), because with our logs, our building methods, and in 
our climate, we don’t ever get the full 6% that is allowed, and so 
for stairs we use the actual settling that we know we get with our 
logs, in our climate, and this is 4%. Yours will be different.

Next, we decide where this settling is to be allowed for: at the 

top of the staircase, at the bottom (all stair components sitting 
on a packer/shim selection that can be removed over time), or at 
the junction of the landing and the main flight (the place I chose 
for this stairs). It is convenient to have the main floor newel posts 
anchored to the floor (i.e., not sitting up on packers/shims), and 
this means having settling at a landing, or at the top.

Once an approximate rise (the height of each step) is 
determined, and the run (the depth of the stair tread) is figured, 
then individual stair treads can be sourced from the dry-log pile. 
I like to use about 400mm (about 16”) for the tread depth (ie 
cut from log pieces with at least 16” diameter), so we can scribe 
the treads to each other without leaving a hole between each 
step—this is called a “closed riser” type of stairs. 

The half-log tread needs to be a lot deeper than the unit rise in 
order to have enough wood for it to reach the stringers (Fig. 1). 
And remember that if your tread is a cut-in-half 400m diameter 
log, you won’t get 200mm of usable tread height—because the 
notch in the stringer is not under the fattest part of each tread, it 
is under and behind the fattest part of the tread—if the endgrain 
of the tread is a clock, the notch is at “7:30pm” not “6:00pm.”

For these stairs, with 140mm unit 
rise (5-1/2”) we used treads that were 
200mm deep (7-3/4”). A bit deeper 
is better than a bit smaller. Use treads 
that are about 50% bigger than your 
unit rise.

Now that I have the essential 
information on rise, run, tread depth, 
tread rise, stump position, I draw a 
detailed scale drawing of the stair on my laptop, so I know:
• it will fit in to the proposed location;
• there is enough headroom at floor levels and under beams 

(very important); 
• we can build with confidence, with these sometimes weird 

pieces.
Then, as long as we are working within these design 

parameters, artistic flair can be let loose.
As each half log tread has a unique waney, not straight, edge 

Handcrafted Log Stairs 
By G D Mould, Natural Log Homes Ltd.
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we draw a reference line near this front edge, on the flat surface 
to give us something to work to, and measure off. This stairs 
had a 300mm (almost 12”) unit run, so the reference lines on 
the treads were 300mm apart, measured horizontally, when the 
treads were scribed.

For this stair I used a pair of log stringers bolted together (side 
by side) for extra strength, and the pair is positioned under the 
center of the treads. The log treads are heavy, and remember 
you are scribing and cutting a small notch out of the stringers 
for every step. If the stinger is a small (12-inch, 300mm) log, all 
of these notches added together can weaken it. And a single log 
stringer doesn’t give as much side to side stiffness (when people 

walk down one side of the stairs).
Once I have chosen my actual tread material, then I measure 

them so I know tread depth. I make a scale drawing using that 
tread, and draw the whole run of stairs using the unit rise and 
unit run to get it right. Once I have all the treads on my drawing 
in the right places, then I draw a stringer to scale and move it 
up into the bottom of the treads until I’m happy with notch 
depth on stringer. Next I measure the depth of notch (or other 
reference measurement) on my drawing, and use this number to 
position my actual log stringers before scribing the lowest tread.

Each actual tread can then be placed above the other, one at a 
time, and scribed down, making sure the tread surface is sitting 
level in both directions. This stairs had a unit rise from tread to 
tread of 140mm (5 -1/2”) and the treads were often propped up 
about 200mm (8”) higher than this. The scribe setting for each 
tread was the height difference before scribing minus the height 
diifference after scribing (and the height difference after scribing 
was always 140mm, the unit rise, of course).

When your unit rise is more than this, then you’ll also want 
to use bigger diameter logs for the treads—you need enough 
wood under the tread that it reaches the stringers and gives you 
a good notch (Fig. 1). 

So, once we have the scribe setting, we scribe the notch on 
each of the double stringers and we also scribe the front and the 
back of the new tread to the completed tread below it. A scriber 
that can hold two pens or two pencils is needed.

Fig. 1

continued next page
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The cutting can be with a chainsaw, or “eater” (Lancelot and 
grinder). The front edge of the tread below can be let into the 
new tread (this provides some support for this leading edge of 
each tread, and it’s a straight cut since it mates the flat top of the 
tread below), or it can be a shallow-cove long groove. We like 
the look of a shallow cove groove at the end gain of the tread.

The log stringers for this stair each had a custom-made 
screwjack, two and a half inch all-thread rods, and they were 
placed at the base of the two stringers. It is hidden from view 
by another small stump under the back of the landing. The total 
expected settling was 120mm, 4-3/4”, (which is 4% of involved 
height), so the first riser above the landing started at 260mm, 
which is 120mm more than the 140mm unit rise. New Zealand 
building code allows me to put a temporary dummy step on 
the landing to make up this difference for now. The dummy is 
removed after settling is complete.

We ship the stairs pre-assembled in straight runs, but removed 
a few treads to make lifting easier. We used block and tackle and 
comealongs to install the main flight. Careful attention needs to 
be made at an early stage, so you have solid anchoring into the 
floor space at the top of the stairs.

Some of our larger, 2- to 3-tonne cypress stumps that we have 

used to support stair landings, have to be lowered into position 
with a crane when we are assembling the shell, before the roof 
goes on. You would never get them into the home any other way.

Also, designers need to consider the foundation support 
beneath one of these extra-heavy stairs. Sometimes a log stair 
can come as an afterthought to the build, when extra floor 
support was not considered. Log handrails and balustrades can 
be then added, check with your local building official as to if 
there are any rules on heights and spacing for these as there are 
in New Zealand. 

top left Newel stumps on layout deck; top right Staircase as finished in 
our yard (note settling space for first tread above landing).

bottom left A different staircase, in which we used a huge stump to 
support the entire landing; bottom right Roots were pencil-scribed off 
layout deck so they are flat to floor.
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The last time the ILBA Standards were revised was nine years ago, 
so we thought it was time to look at them again. It’s a heck of a 
reliable publication that can go a decade without any changes. 

Some people have called the Log Building Standards a “log 
home building code” (though the ILBA didn’t call them this), but 
now, with the new ICC-400 document, there is an actual building 
code for log construction that will eventually apply to many of 
our projects.

So, we started to wonder if our good old “standards” might 
find a new use as a document that shares the effective practices 
and methods of ILBA members. “Effective” practices and methods 
are defined as things that have proven themselves over time for 
large numbers of experienced and skilled log home builders.

If eventually approved by ILBA members, this revised 
publication would have a new approach, and a new ‘feel.’ Some 
of the current Standards are worded as ‘you shall not do this.’ But 
the direction the Committee has been going would eliminate all 
“mandatory” language. There is a strong interest in a different 
approach that might be described as: “we think the following 
methods and practices have been proven by experience to be 
useful and effective.”

The new publication will probably spell out that it is not a 
building code, and is not an engineering or industrial “standard” 
(in the way that ASTM, CSA, and EU agencies use the term 
“standard”); and is not a contract appendix. There has been 
confusion about these for many years, and its time to clear that up. 
The new Effective Practices (we’re still working on a name) would 
not be a substitute for a code: if there is a building code that 
applies to your log home project, then that code must be used.

But most building codes call themselves “minimum standards 
for construction.” And the ICC code, for example, allows log 
homes to be built with no roof overhang on any of the walls. 
That’s right, a zero-inch roof overhang is automatically approved 
for all log homes. It is obvious that we can’t rely on this minimum 
code to ensure adequate protection from rain for the log homes 
that we build.

Our members know better than to use zero roof overhang—we 
know it would not be effective. The goal of the newly revised 
document looks like it would be to provide construction guidance 
that informs customers; educates apprentices and employees; 
assists carpenters and subcontractors who complete our log 
homes; assists log home designers and architects; provides insight 
and background information to inspectors; and shares the vast 
accumulated log-construction experience of ILBA members. 

When you add up all the years of log building experience 
of ILBA members, you quickly get into thousands of years. By 

sharing this deep experience, we can provide reliable advice to 
help people make their own decisions, informed decisions, about 
log home projects. If effective methods and practices are used, 
then an outcome can be delivered that has fewer problems and 
fewer unforeseen complications.

Standards Committee members include: John Boys, Brian Lloyd, 
Earl Laverty, Kevin Maynard, Robèrt Savignac, Martin Slager, Dan 
Wait, David Rogers, and me. President Ron Brodigan has been 
able to participate in many of our conference calls, too.

The Committee will send a revised document to the Board. 
Then the Members will consider it at our Annual General Meeting 
at Telemark, Wisconsin, May 7 and 8, 2009. Our “standards” 
have always been revised this way: the Committee does some 
work, the Board reviews the proposal, and then the changes are 
discussed and voted on by ILBA Members at the AGM.

At the start of the Committee’s work, I wrote to all our affiliated 
organizations and asked them to submit ideas. And we’ve been 
posting requests and progress reports online. We ask you to please 
share your log construction experience by emailing me, or any of 
the Committee members listed above. Also, visit the “member’s 
only” webpage at www.LogAssociation.org to download docu-
ments relating to the Committee’s work. Members can contact 
Ann in the ILBA office if they’ve forgotten the password. 

Committee Revising “Standards”
By Robert W. Chambers

Get  this issue in Full Color!
Download at www.logassociation.org
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Building it Green
By Kevin Simoes
The term “building green” has become a buzz word in the 
residential construction industry.  Developers, contractors, and 
manufacturers are selling it and home owners are beginning to 
expect green alternatives. But just what is building green?

Amongst the various programs established to help home 
buyers design or purchase green homes, a certification program 
called LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) 
has emerged in the last few years. Under this, log home builders 
have a role to play in helping their clients certify their homes. 

LEED for Homes is a national third-party certification 
system measuring the green performance of a home in eight 
different categories including: innovation and design, location 
and linkages, sustainable sites, water efficiency, energy and 
atmosphere, materials and resources, indoor environmental 
control, and education and awareness. 

Home owners can build or purchase homes that meet four 
different standards: Certified (45-59 points), Silver (60-74 
points), Gold (75-89 points), Platinum (90-136 points). The 
Certified standard is the easiest, and Platinum is the most 
difficult, to obtain.

According to Alyssa Nunes at the Canada Building Green 
Council, the LEED for Homes program is rolling out across 
Canada in Spring 2009. Currently, however, LEED for Homes 
projects can be registered through the U.S. Green Building 

Council. Right now there are 50 pilot projects under review in 
Canada and many professionals are being accredited to allow 
them to review future projects. 

It is important for log home builders to align themselves with 
team members with accreditation in the program. Designers and 
general contractors tend to take the leadership role in helping 
homeowners decide which points they want to obtain under the 
system. Some of the issues log home builders will need to track 
during the design phase may include the following:  

Innovation and Design. A log home builder’s participation 
is not limited to the log work.  It’s important to participate 
in design think sessions and contribute alternative ideas. For 
example, you can add up to 17 points to a LEED project by 
constructing a green roof for your client. 

Material Selection. In some homes, clients will push for many 
LEED points with good material selection. As a logbuilder, you 
may be asked to procure Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)-
certified wood and document the percentage of recycled content 
in all building materials you use. Requested or not, make sure 
to buy your stains, adhesives and sealants from suppliers whose 
products have low VOCs (volatile organic compounds) content.

Heating, Cooling and Energy Demand. The LEED for 
Homes program promotes the use of a variety of energy sources 
such as geothermal, heat pumps, solar panels, wind turbines, 
and water turbines; efficiencies such as Energy Star appliances 
and furnaces, timers and electronic controls, and on-demand 
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Living roof

hot water tanks; architectural and engineering features such as 
vegetation for shade and windbreaks, living walls and roofs, day 
lighting, extra insulation, and passive solar gain.

A log home builder should think about how any venting or 
mechanical systems related to green technologies influence their 
log work. Also, consult the structural engineer early on to see if 
larger diameter ridge poles and purlins are needed to support 
the additional dead load of roof mechanical systems, solar panels 
or green roofs. In the interest of further energy conservation, and 
as a log home builder, you may also recommend larger logs for 
greater R-values in the walls, along with sheep’s wool and log-
specific gasketing in the laterals.  

Dennis Anderson of Anderson Custom Homes in Evergreen, 
Colorado, encourages his clients to  find the right mix of energy 
sources and conservation techniques which meet their budget 
and the site’s characteristics. Dennis says that “it’s important to 
first find the low hanging fruit.” The latest renewable energy 
technology may not be best for the site. For example, solar 
panels are well-suited for housing on South facing slopes, but 
not necessarily those facing south. It’s best to look first at using 

trees for shade, as well 
as facing the house 
to take advantage of 
passive solar energy, 
and utilizing walk out 
basements for creating 
natural cooling. 

Indoor Air Quality. The intent here is to improve the overall 
quality of a home’s indoor environment by reducing the creation 
of, and exposure to, pollutants. You can do this by prohibiting 
urea-formaldehyde resins and protecting all materials from 
moisture. 

Sustainable Sites. Under the LEED for Homes system the 
contractor must limit disturbances to the site to avoid long-term 
environmental damage. So before the log work arrives, make 
a plan with the contractor or client. While on site, limit your 
work area to a maximum of 40’ from building face and 5’ from 
roadways. When you leave a building site, be sure to clean up 
and remediate all your materials and equipment. 

Waste Management. Another goal of the LEED for Homes 
program is to divert construction waste from landfills. You 
may be asked to document costs and to separate and dispose 
of construction waste and build with reused or salvaged 
materials. To minimize societal waste overall, source salvaged 
and refurbished products, tools and machinery. You will need to 
establish a strategy, enforcement program, sorting area, identify 
qualified handlers and haulers and collect monthly way slips for 
what you dispose. 

In addition to supporting the overall LEED certification, log 
home builders can directly contribute points through their own 
efforts. Some of these may include:
• Obtain a FSC chain-of-custody (CoC) certification (2 points).  
• Certify yourself as a LEED Accredited Professional (1 point). 
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ATLANTIC WHITE 
CEDAR LOGS 

High quality, rare Atlantic white cedar 
logs are now available in the mid-Atlantic 
region. This species resists decay better 
than more common cedar and is of the 

highest rank of termite resistance. Straight 
and naturally durable. 

We are seeking a long term relationship 
with a log home builder or log buyer.  

note: This is not northern white cedar. 
ACW is in the same family as Alaska 

yellow cedar. 

Contact: Forester, Bob Williams  
TEL 856-307-7800, ext 111 

CELL 609-221-0211  
EMAIL bob@landdimensions.com

• Be a part of the integrated project team by being involved in 
the various project phases (1 point). 

•  Help the project team ensure the building is oriented for solar 
design (1 point).

•  Provide the project team with a durability plan for your logs 
and timbers. This should include an inspection list, address 
moisture control issues and contain strategies for maintenance, 
such as re-staining, recommending an approved, low VOC 
stain (contributes to 2 points).

•  Discuss with the project team strategies for innovative or 
regional design. This may include increased roof overhangs for 
greater log protection. (Each approved ruling for innovation is 
worth 1 point with up to 4 points available.)

•  Minimize disturbance area of the building site. This may 
include a strategy for re-erection of the log or timber package 
to minimize the crew’s and crane’s disruption to the site and 
surroundings, and may include “no-disturbance” zones  
(1 point).

•  Use non-toxic pest control methods (Each worth 1/2 point): 
 1. Keep all wood 12” above soil. 
 2.  Seal external cracks and joints with caulking and install pest-

proof screening. 
 3.  Include no wood-to-concrete connections, or separate 

connections with dividers. 
 4.  Ensure mature plants are 24" away from home and logs or 

timbers. 
 5.  Treat wood-based material with borate product to 3' above 

foundation. 
 6.  Provide a detailed cut list of log or timber package order  

(1 point).
•  Reduce your construction waste and cuttings using one of the 

following formulas (Up to 3 points):
 1. Pounds waste per square foot.
 2. Cubic yards waste per 1,000 square feet.
 3. Percentage of waste diverted. 
•  Insure an adequate lateral grove in log walls adjacent to or 

dividing the garage from the home and seal all cracks. Also 
insulate and gasket ALL laterals. This is to provide adequate 
garage pollutant protection, increase insulation values and 
reduce envelope air leakage (potentially 5 points total). 

•  Enhance public awareness. This can be through your web site  
by providing a list of the features and benefits of LEED homes as 
well as access to your durability plan. You can also encourage 
the home owner to hold an open house and display LEED 
signage on the exterior of the home. You may also want to con- 
sider pursuing media outlets to publish an article on the project. 

The LEED for Homes program does require in-depth 
documentation. If the project claims a point in any category, it 
must have the paperwork to prove it. Assembling the necessary 
documentation is an ongoing effort and cannot be postponed 
until the end. It may seem daunting at first, but it quickly 
becomes routine. As a log home builder, be sure to get involved 
directly, keep a trail of compiled evidence, and maintain photo 
records. It is important to be aware of how your actions fit within 

the overall strategy. Also be sure to record and document any 
staff time and cost associated with LEED efforts. 

The LEED for Homes system is but one of a few emerging 
standards that building professionals will become accredited in.  
Some of the others include Built Green and Energy Star. Addi-
tionally, there are more than 70 highly regarded local or regional 
green building programs. If you want to take the next step 
toward LEED Certification we suggest you go to www.usgbc.
org/LEED/homes and familiarize yourself with the rating system.

Builders who wish to register a project should connect with a 
LEED for Homes provider or LEED Accredited Professional (LEED 
AP). You will also need to sit down with the client, the architect 
or designer, general contractor and LEED AP to determine your 
green goals and which credits are aligned with your project. 
Your goals should include which level of certification you want 
to achieve and which points you will pursue in order to meet the 
credits necessary for the desired level of certification. A LEED for 
Homes Provider or LEED AP is an integral part of your team as 
they will be responsible for overseeing performance testing and 
compliance with the system. They will also oversee the project 
and ensure it is built according to the stated goal. 

This article is the result of dedicated volunteer team effort. Aaron 
Moore (Brian Moore Log Homes), as LTBI joint Marketing Chair 
(with Richard Shatto, Calico Log Inc.) provided the impetus and the 
editorial oversight for this project, in heavy consultation with Kevin 
Simoes (Streamline Design Ltd.), who also did much of the writing. 
Kevin’s knowledge and experience were invaluable in making LEED 
relevant to our industry. Colin Williams helped with the final edits.
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hat’s right. The average 2,200 sq. ft. home has over 5280 feet
of log joint exposed to the elements. Don’t take a chance keep-

ing out the invasive power of Mother Nature—join the thousands of
homeowners who have sealed their home with Log Jam chinking.  

When other chinking pulls away Log Jam holds its seal.

Since its introduction in 1985, Log Jam
chinking has been the recognized industry stan-
dard in elasticity, adhesion, and durability. It is
also the only chinking to hold a UL fire resistance
rating. Log Jam doesn’t just fill the gaps, it pro-
vides ultimate protection against the elements.

T

Over 1 mile of
Gaps this Wide?

Over 1 mile of
Gaps this Wide?

10300 E. 107th Place • Brighton, CO 80601
1-800-767-5656 • www. sashco.com

Outrageous Logwork  
from Russia
The rafters are whole trees, with root mass hanging down. 
In Russia these rafters end in what is called a цыпленок “kuritsa” 
which translates as “chicken.” As seen in the photo above, it is 
traditionally used to hold  
the wooden gutters. In  
these modern versions, the 
whole root ball has been used 
by the log builder —  
not at all traditional, it is 
outrageous. More at  
www.shalerus.ru/eng.htm
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TechTalk
 T I p s  a n d  T o o l s

Stud
Low-profile levelers. Shown is 
P/N: IL70-12GX3-H (1-1/4" 
diameter x 3" tall, #7 thread, 
with 4" diameter base, 5/16" 
thick base, two .56" lag holes). 
Stud turns with wrench (note 
integral hex on bottom of 
stud), while base stays locked 
down. Available from Cal 
Fasteners, Google that.

• Low-profile Levelers

• Finding Heat Leaks

• Mystery Tool Contest

John Boys has promised that the first person to identify 
this mystery tool gets a “big prize.”

Plumbing broken by settling

Mystery Tool Contest Vent

Get  this issue in Full Color!
Download it at www.logassociation.org
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Want more  
Tech Tips?

Come to the 2009  
ILBA & Great Lakes  

Log Crafters  
Association

JOINT CONFERENCE

May � to �, �00�

Telemark Resort,  
Cable, WisconsinJohn also sends this photo from his own 

home. A low-tech way of finding air 
leaks: on a cold morning, go outside and 
watch for frost.

John Boys sends these photos of using a non-contact infrared thermometer that reads the 
temperature of surfaces from a distance. Most models have a laser that shows you exactly 
where you are pointing. For example, the temperature at the jamb of a door (left) is 48°F 
(9°C), and a rafter near the peak of a ceiling (right) is 75°F (24°C). Useful for locating 

cold air leaks. Go to Amazon.com or 
ProfessionalEquipment.com and search 
for “infrared thermometer.” There are 
dozens of models priced between $30 
and $80.

Finding Heat Leaks
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Grundéns is the choice of commercial fishermen. The guys on 
Discovery Channel’s “Deadliest Catch” wear it. Enough said?

Okay, you want to hear more, so here’s my review. After 25 
years in the business, I finally bought really good foulweather 
gear. Grundéns has been made in Sweden since 1926. Their 
classic Professional models use a cotton and PVC fabric that is 
oil resistant, very flexible, and extremely waterproof. A quick 
measure of a material  is its total weight, and Grundéns uses 
fabrics gauged from 13 ounces, up to almost 24 oz per yard 
(that’s a pound and a half per yard).

A few models (the Petrus) are polyester with polyurethane 
coating (it stretches a bit more). And there is a woven nylon 
and PVC material that may be more tear resistant (Harvestor 
model). But frankly my cotton and PVC model hasn’t shown any 
interest in catching, holing, or tearing. The material is heavy but 
very supple, it’s not even slightly stiff, and that is the key to its 
comfort.

My Brigg parka is well built and well designed. The shoulder 
is connected to the arm way down on the upper arm. They call 
it a full cape sleeve, and it works, because I have unrestricted 
arm movement, with no tightening across the back as I reach 
and stretch in all directions. My parka has an attached hood 
that is comfortable, and not too tight (though your hardhat has 
to go outside the hood, of course). The hood provides ample 
protection, but still allows easy peripheral vision—they got it just 
right. 

There is a big range of sizes from XS to 5XL, with all the usuals 
in between. I bought a “large,” and it seems just slightly big 
for me (I am 5-11 and 175 pounds). I can wear a heavy shirt 
and thick wool sweater under it, and there’s still plenty of room 
to spare. I’d be tempted to try a Medium, especially if I were 
wearing it only in warm weather (and if the arms were long 
enough). The cuffs on my Large come down onto my thumbs.

I got the Brigg 44 Parka. It has a stormflap front closure (no 
zipper) with good snaps far inside, and a second bunch of snaps 
inside the outer flap (meaning no exposed snaps to catch on 
anything, and a tight seal, see photo). I liked this one because 
it has the heavy and supple PVC coating, and because it comes 
standard with built-in neoprene wrist cuffs inside the sleeve. The 
neoprene cuffs feel a little bit loose on me, but they still do the 
job—no water running up my arms when I reach overhead.

Custom orders are okay—if you want to add neoprene wrist 
cuffs to a Harvestor, or a Brigg 40, they’ll do it. I added reflective 
strips to the sleeves of my Brigg 44, and it cost only a few bucks 
extra. 

There are also pull-over anoraks and other styles of tops, and 
Grundéns also makes waterproof pants and bibs to match their 
parkas. They even make a one-piece jumpsuit (Neptune) that is 

waterproof and flexible down to –30°F (–35°C). (Science lesson: 
salt water freezes at temperatures way colder than 32°F (0°C), 
especially when its being thrown around by a gale.) But, I 
don’t need a Neptune. If it gets that bad you’ll find me inside 
answering emails.

Since this gear is not breathable, and is 100% watertight inside 
and out, you need a high-quality wicking layer next to your 
skin. Definitely not cotton, which gets clammy and stays that 
way. I like Capilene, but Grundéns has their own line of “Fiske” 
polyester tops and bottoms that could be worth trying, and with 
prices in the low $20’s, they might be a bargain.

I bought my parka from Fisherman's Headquarters in Ship 
Bottom, New Jersey. Yes, that’s the town’s real name. www.
fishermansheadquarters.com . A small selection of Grundéns 
models are offered on Amazon.com, but the prices are good 
(Brigg 40 for $77, it has no neoprene cuffs). But I noticed that 
many online stores are charging HIGHER than list price for the 
Grundéns lineup…so be careful where you shop. I paid retail list 
price (US $97), and it was a less than any other online retailer at 
the time.

Visit the Grundéns USA website to browse through all 
the models that are available, www.grundens.com . It is not 
organized very well, and it takes a bit of research to figure out 
which models have cuffs, which have hoods, what material is 
used, and whether they pull-over or snap-up. Then do a Google 
search to find out who stocks the model you want at the best 
price. 

I have had mine for only 6 months, so I can’t tell you how long 
it will last. But I found people who have used the same parka for 
more than 15 years. Even if I only get half that, it was a great way 
to spend a hundred dollars. 

Rain Gear that Works
By Robert W. Chambers

p r o d u c T  r E v I E w
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c l a s s I F I E d  a d s

LOG BUILDING TOOLS
FINALLY UP AND RUNNING!!! Please visit 
our website at www.logbuildingtools.ca 
STARRETT & MACKIE scribers; heavy duty 
drawknives up to 30"; peeling spuds; 
chopping & finishing axes; broadaxes; 
adzes; GRANSFORS axes; ENGLISH slicks; 
ROBERT SORBY, HENRY TAYLOR, FOOTPRINT 
& PHEIL chisels and gouges; JAPANESE 
slicks, chisels, saws, ink lines & flex squares; 
hand-forged Flarens, shovel gouges, flat & 
scarf slicks, drawknives & draw-gouges; BARR 
Specialty Tools; peavies; cant hooks; lifting 
tongs; log dogs & cleats; log horses; water 
stones; Diamond whetstones; NORTHWEST 
calipers, tenon cutters & long auger bits; 
ship augers; chainsaw mills & attachments; 
MAKITA & MAFELL planers, saws & chain 
mortisers; MACKIE log building books & 
videos. FREE 32-page catalogue. 
MAGARD VENTURES LTD, 8365 Domagala 
Road, Prince George, BC, Canada V2K 5R1
Tel: 250-962-9057  Fax: 250-962-9157 
Attn: Maurice Gardy
magardlogtools@telus.net
www.logbuildingtools.ca

1999 Heartwood Band Sawmill Model 310 
Electric  Never been used; 6" Double-Cut 
(cutting travel speed up to 3 feet per second 
forward or reverse). Will require 600 Volt 3 
Phase Power or motor exchange. The only 
noticeable noise this mill makes is the actual 
blade cutting through wood. Eighty-eight feet 
of track; operator travels with mill head along 
track. Numerous track-mounted hydraulic 
log handing systems and full programmable 
computer controlled set works. (We purchased 
2 and only set one up for use.) Purchased in 
1999, replacement value of this unit today is 
over $130,000 Canadian. Asking $65,000.00 
Canadian, will require some site preparation and 
assembly. To compare this to any of the small 
bandsaws is like comparing a hi-way tractor/ 
trailer to a go-cart, this is a serious production 
mill. We often can go three weeks between 
bandsaw blade sharpenings! Please arrange 
for an appointment to see the twin unit in 
operation. Link to this model at Heartwood Saw: 
http://www.heartwoodsaw.com/Model_310.html
Email to info@moosemountain.com or phone 
toll free 1-877-932-3992 Lloyd Beckedorf, 
Moose Mountain Log Homes Inc.

Logworks Helper Pricing program specially 
written for fast and accurate takeoffs and 
quotes of log home shells. You can customize 
it for the pricing methods and preferences 
you currently use. Note: you must own a copy 
of Microsoft Excel® to run Logworks Helper. 
Developed by Dai Ona with help from John 
Boys. Contact Ann at the ILBA offices for sales 
and enquiries. CDN $500.

Experienced full-scribe log builder wanted for 
year round, full-time work. Big White Pine logs. 
Good working conditions, minimal travel, good 
pay and benefits. Rural and beautiful Northern 
Vermont near Connecticut River and White 
Mountains of New Hampshire. 3 hours from 
Boston, Montreal and coast of Maine. Outdoors 
oriented person with good woodworking and 
math skills. To apply send or email resume and 
references. The Wooden House Co., Ltd.,  
3714 North Rd., S. Ryegate, Vermont to 
Newbury, Vermont 05051 Phone: 802-429-
2490 email: john@woodenhousecompany.com

Log Crafters Wanted Mid-level (3-5 years 
experience) or possibly builders capable of taking 
on a project with our crew or their crew.
While dual US & Canadian citizenship or Class 
1 truck driver's license would be a benefit, it is 
not necessary. Applicants must have Canadian 
citizenship or Landed Immigrant status. With 
Moose Mountain you will be involved in 
patented and warranted air and weather tight 
fully scribed joinery, exciting projects and the 
possibility of travel with a company that is over 
30 years in business. Earnings dependent on 
skill and experience and level of responsibility 
willing to take on please call to discuss. Call 
us toll free at 1-877-932-3992 or email info@
moosemountain.com.
 Did you know Environment Canada has 
determined that southwestern Alberta enjoys 
Canada's overall nicest climate and we are 
situated in the most moderate area of Alberta 
all with the Rocky Mountains at our doorstep. 
Alberta has one of the lowest costs of living plus 
the very lowest tax, what do you want your 
future to hold?
 To see the caliber of projects Moose Mountain 
builds, visit our photo gallery at: www.
moosemountain.com

Handcrafted Log & Timber Frame Builders 
Edgewood Log Structures, a successful 
Handcraft and Timber Frame company in Coeur 
d’Alene, is looking for both experienced and 
apprentice log and timber crafters. Wages are 
DOE. Full time positions available immediately.
Please send resumé to Edgewood Log Structures, 
P.O. Box 1030, Coeur d’Alene, ID 83816 or  
call 208-683-3332

Log Builders and Timber Framers Wanted  
We need 4 to 5 log home builders and/or timber 
framers at our plant in Chilliwack, BC. We will be 
busy for the whole next year. Please contact us 
via email at cancedar@shaw.ca or phone  
604-836-8315 and ask for Gerhard.

Legendary Logcrafters Limited is a hand-
crafted log home producer in Collingwood 
Ontario. Due to a consistent annual growth, 
our company is adding multiple positions 
from apprenticeships to experienced log home 
builders. Legendary offers highly competitive 
wages and a very structured work environment. 
Please email resume to  
Legendary@legendarylog.com or fax 
705-444-6675 or call 705-444-0400

Handcrafted Log Home Builder Wanted: Full 
Time position available immediately, experienced 
applicants only please. Wage negotiable, 
depending on experience. Please send resume 
with references to: Whitevalley Log Homes Ltd., 
Cherryville, BC Attn: Eric Ph/Fax: 250-547-6666 
info@whitevalleyloghomes.com

Log/Timber Craftsman  Small custom log 
and timber building company in Carbondale, 
Colorado (30 minutes from Aspen) dedicated 
to high quality craftsmanship, is looking for 
experienced log/timber craftsman. Must be 
willing to learn more and able to work closely 
with small crew. Beautiful mountain location 
with all the outdoor recreation choices.  
Please send email inquiry to  
marianne@ackermanlogandtimber.com

Experienced Log Builder Wanted for 
permanent full time position. Send resumes  
with references to danielalbert@coyoteloghomes.
ca or fax 613-756-6186. See our work at  
www.coyoteloghomes.ca

The Log Connection is currently seeking 
three to four highly motivated, enthusiastic 
individuals to become part of our design 
team. Two positions are available for drafters 
with a minimum of two years architectural 
CADD drafting. Two positions are available for 
accomplished drafters/designers with ability to 
complete highly detailed log home construction 
drawings within a specified time period is a 
definite asset. Duties will include the creation 
of working drawings for custom log homes 
based on preliminary designs, production 
design and detailing, shop drawings as well as 
modifications to existing designs. Scope of work 
may range from medium sized residential to 
large commercial projects. Preferred experience 
would include log home design/drafting. 
Provide resume and samples of past CADD 
work, attention to: Mr. Dave Sutton, The Log 
Connection, 129 Nanaimo Ave. West, Penticton, 
BC Canada V2A 1N2

Log Builder Wanted Log Home Builder career 
opportunity available with a progressive, quality 
oriented, full service log home company. 
Edmonton area, permanent full time, year round. 
1-2 years experience, must have own tools and 
transportation, wages are $18.00-$30.00/hr on 
piece work. Fax resume to 780-460-2584.

Company in Sweden looking for Two 
Log Builders  Grizzly Constructions is looking 
for 2 log builders. Our company works with full 
scribe and saddle/notch technique. Experienced 
log builder preferred but not required. Start 
as soon as possible. We will find you a place 
to live. Tools/ equipment not required. Wages 
negotiable. Working timeframe: between 4 and 
6-month minimum.
Grizzly Constructions
Svansåsen 1
68060 Sysslebäck, Sweden
Email: info@grizzlylodges.com
Phone: 0046-761334180

F o r  s a l E h E l p  w a n T E d h E l p  w a n T E d

space available 
advertise TodaY!
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PA DRAFTING & DESIGN 

e-mail:  PADnD@alltel.net

WAYNE BRUNNER  

RIDGWAY, PA. 15853 

Tel :      814-772-9184 

   Custom Log Home Designs 
        Will travel to your job site
             22 years of experience 

support the advertisers who support log Building news. It’s a win-win situation!

A Boys Big Book of Jigs
A Log Builder’s Reference to Jigs, Tools and Techniques
An informative book on jigs and work methods specific to our trade. Sections include: Scribing 
and Layout, Stairs and Railings, Cutting and Drilling, Stairs and Railings, Holding, Mills and 
Machines, Lifting, Work Methods, Accessing Heights, Resources, Cool Tools and New Stuff.
• Available to ILBA members only
• Convenient binder format allows additional information to be inserted 
• Price $95.00 CAN plus shipping

To order, contact the ILBA office at 1-800-532-2900 or 
250-547-8776 or email info@logassociation.org

JIG BooK
- - - - 

on salE 
now!
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c l a s s I F I E d  a d s

Top Notch Logworks Inc. of Gypsum, 
Colorado is looking for motivated and fun 
individuals for log and timber construction in 
the Vail/Aspen areas of Colorado. We are a great 
place to work and want people who can think 
on their feet. We don’t micro-manage, and want 
you to take the lead. Salary based on experience. 
We really would like to find an experience lead 
who can read plans and manage jobs but less 
experienced people are okay also. Check us out 
on the web or call Paul @ 970-989-0689 cell.

Experienced Log Crafters  Moose Mountain 
Log Homes Inc. currently has two full time 
long term positions open for experienced log 
handcrafters with Canadian citizenship. Join a 
leading edge, quality oriented company that has 
been in the business for over 30 years!
Please phone 1-877-932-3992 Fax 1-877-932-
3993  or email info@moosemountain.com with 
your log work history.
Wages, earnings based on experience.

Looking for two experienced handcrafted 
log home builders, one with proven foreman 
capabilities to back up owner/builder. We are 
offering:
•  a very positive work environment in a small 

dynamic crew, quality over production
• high hourly rate for the right people
•  creative logwork using mostly coastal red cedar 

with flare butts
• accommodation for transition time available
Please call Darcy at 250-218-0929

Experienced log builder wanted  
Back Country Log Homes, a small business 
located 40 minutes from Saskatoon, is looking 
for a dependable, and motivated full or part 
time builder. Our goal is to manufacture the 
highest quality log homes. Please send resumes 
to backcountry@yourlink.ca or contact Jeff at 
306-493-3155 or cell 306-222-6558,  
fax 306-493-2481

Nicola LogWorks  Log builder with timber 
frame experience or timber framer with log 
building experience to work in Merritt British 
Columbia. Scope of work includes layout and 
cutting skills in round log Post & Beam, Dovetail 
joinery, Timber frame and Scribed Joinery. 
Options for both temporary and permanent 
position(s). Please send resume to: John Boys, 
(john@logworks.ca) or fax 250 483-4045. Mail: 
Box 1027, Merritt BC Canada V1K 1B8. Phone: 
250-378-4977. References and resume required. 
Learn more about Nicola LogWorks: www.
logworks.ca

wo r K  w a n T E d

Handcrafted Log Home Builder and Sawyer 
returning to Europe mid May till September. 
Graduate of Del Radomske’s International School 
of Log Building 2006. Competent and confident 
builder who has worked at a quality orientated 
company in B.C. for nearly 3 years. 27 years 
old, originally from Scotland. Willing to travel. 
Impressive resumé and references available on 
request. Christopherhouston@hotmail.co.uk or  
250 547 8996 (B.C. Canada) Ideally looking for 
3-4 month contract.

FREE Log Selection Calculator Go to  
www.LogBuilding.org and then click on “Free 
Information.” From that page choose the log 
selection calculator and download it to your 
computer. Requires Excel software to open and 
use this file. It gives you T-1, T-2, B-1 and B-2 for 
any set of logs.

Brian Lloyd Construction Consulting
• Industry Consulting
• Building Inspection
• Expert Witness
• Conflict Resolution
Vernon, BC. Tel/Fax 250-549-3545 
email bg_Lloyd@hotmail.com

Ed Shure and Architect Paul Froncek have 
teamed up to provide you and your clients with 
beautiful designs that begin with a structural 
sensibility. Our 23-year professional relationship 
enables us to provide site specific design, as 
well as coordination with timber craftsmen, 
contractors, engineers & building officials to 
insure a seamless (and mostly painless) process. 
We have the experience to create log & timber 
designs that you will love to build. 
Full 3D drawing capability, including:
– walk through presentations
– permit & construction drawings
– shop drawings for hand or machine cutting
– steel & hardware design
– structural analysis 
For more info contact:
Ed Shure at Timmerhus Inc.
303-449-1336 or ed@timmerhusinc.com

TRAVELING TIMBERWRIGHT  Professional 
Finish Carpenter for Scribe Fit and Post & Beam 
structures. 30 years accomplished tradesman 
in this field. Mobile, with extensive selection of 
tools. Honest and Reliable. Contact:
RALPH CLEGG (604) 740-2404
British Columbia Canada

David Hourdequin, PE, owner of D. Remy & 
Co. is our first “engineering” member located 
east of the Mississippi offering heavy timber 
and log system structural design services. His 
office is centrally located in western North 
Carolina. He is licensed through the mid-Atlantic 
and Southeastern US (see his membership 
listing under “engineers”). David is an active 
member of The Timber Frame Guild and their 
Timber Frame Engineering Council. He serves 
on the Technical Activities Committee which 
is currently in the process of getting the new 
design standard “TFEC 1-07 Standard for Design 
of Timber Frame Structures and Commentary” 
adopted and incorporated into the NF&PA 
National Design Specifications. He especially 
enjoys working on complex and difficult 
projects of “high intensity and short duration.” 
His hobbies are astronomy, amateur telescope 
making, and adventure motorcycling around the 
mountains of the southeast. To learn more about 
David, check out his website at www.dremy.
com.

Expert Witness—Robert W. Chambers is 
available as an expert witness, consultant, or 
inspector for log home disputes or lawsuits. 
Please contact Robert at 612-804-2300 or  
robert@LogBuilding.org

HsbCAD North America  A comprehensive 
and customizable, AutoCad and AutoCad 
Architecture based 3D design solution for 
manufacturers of Log, Timberframe, Modular, 
Wall Panel, Steel Frame and Sips homes. 
Anthony Montesano, 6600 Trans-Canada Hwy, 
suite 203, Pointe-Claire, qc, Canada, H9R 4S2 
Tel: 514-428-1444 x101, Fax: 514-428-1448

T r a I n I n G

New ownership, new instructor, new outlook 
The Pat Wolfe Log Building School has recently 
transferred ownership. Pat Wolfe’s former 
assistant instructor, Brian Morrison, is now 
instructing 1-, 4- and 10-week courses in both 
the spring and fall. Maintaining the school’s 
traditional methods of log home construction, 
Brian Morrison brings a new approach to the 
quality of homes created and the professional 
education delivered. Find out more about Brian 
and the Pat Wolfe Log Building School online at 
www.logbuildingschool.net.

Mara Mountain Log & Timber Training 
Facility in Salmon Arm BC  It’s time to get into 
a growing industry. Our students are the future 
of the trade. Starting March 2, 2009 to May 
22, 2009, we are offering a 12-week training 
program with certified trainers. This is going 
to be an exciting hands on experience and 
the opportunity to get into a registered trade. 
Students will receive the knowledge and the 
enjoyment of a complete hands on experience of 
building a structure from the base round to the 
massive roof system. Please contact:
Mara Mountain Log & Timber Training Facility
Glen Jackson
#1.C  5270 Auto Rd SE
Salmon Arm BC  V1E 1X3
1-888-933-0017 or 250-833-0017   
Fax: 250-833-0052  
info@logandtimbertraining.com
www.logandtimbertraining.com

a n n o u n c E m E n T s

Due to the closing of WurthCSS, Will Leverett 
has decided to continue the distribution of the 
Assy Screws in North America and invites you 
to contact him on all  of your Structural Screw 
needs. will.leverett@cox.net 478-474-9745.

E v E n T s

2009
Joint Conference of the ILBA and Great Lakes 
Log Crafters Association May 7 to 9, 2009 at 
Telemark Resort, Cable, Wisconsin. Contact Ann 
the ILBA office for more information.

h E l p  w a n T E d s E r v I c E s s E r v I c E s
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R.C.M. CAD Design & Drafting Ltd.

Exclusively designing log homes 
& Post and Beam since 1994

Bus: (604) 850-6723   Fax: (604) 850-6734
E-mail: rcmcaddesign@shawbiz.ca

Web Page: www.loghomedesign.ca

“Check out our Web page to learn about us & our product”

support the advertisers who support log Building news. It’s a win-win situation!

Summer Beam Books

w
w

w.sum
m

erbeam
books.com

specializing in timber framing 
and related topics

2299 Rte 488
Clifton Springs, NY 14432

toll free 877-272-1987
315-462-3444

Charlotte Cooper, owner

Learn about timber framing

 Experience the joy of building 
 community through craft

Timber Framers Guild

 education • inspiration 

 888-453-0879
 www.TFGUILD.ORG

contact mel@waysideprinters.com
tel 250.545.2341
toll free in BC 1.800.663.6432

Proud to serve the ILBA
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How to Get Log Building News
Log Building News is mailed to all ILBA 
members. Articles, photos and letters are 
welcomed. The deadline for LBN 69 is  
May 17, 2009.

If you submit articles in Microsoft Word® 
on CD or by email, send them directly to 
the ILBA office.

Back issues of Log Building News are 
available from the Association office.  
Call 800-532-2900 to order.

Copyright Notice
Log Building News is copyrighted in Canada 
and the United States. Express written 
permission is required from the ILBA and, 
in some cases, from the author, before 
any article or photo can be photocopied, 
distributed or republished. Contact the 
ILBA office for details.

Disclaimer
The views and information expressed in  
articles and ads appearing in Log Building 
News are those of the authors of those 
articles and ads. The International Log 
Builders’ Association assumes no responsi-
bility for the accuracy of the information 
contained herein and does not edit or 
investigate any article or ad for that 
purpose.

Log Building Standards
The ILBA Log Building Standards are 
available online at the ILBA website,  
www.logassociation.org and can be 
downloaded to your computer at no 
charge as an Adobe Acrobat PDF file.

Advertising
Log Building News welcomes advertisers. 
Please contact the ILBA office for deadlines.

Ad Sizes (in inches):
• Half page horizontal 7.5 x 4.625
• Half page vertical 3.625 x 9.75
• Quarter page 3.625 x 4.625
• Business card 3.625 x 2.25

Advertisers can send completed ads as:
•  PDF: Press optimized (high resolution) 

with fonts embedded
•  QuarkXpress® or InDesign® (CS2 or lower): 

include all fonts and linked graphics; 
Mac preferred, but PC acceptable 

•  Adobe PhotoShop® or Illustrator® EPS (CS2 
or lower): convert all fonts to outlines

•  JPEG: high quality; 300 dpi

For best results, colour in ads should be 
converted to CMYK before saving a PDF. 

NOTE: Microsoft Publisher® files MUST be 
converted to a PDF with fonts embedded.

Any non-digital images should be scanned 
at 300 dpi and saved as JPEGs. Black and 
white line art should be scanned at 600 dpi. 

Submissions can be made by submitting 
a CD or by email. Compressed .sit, .zip or 
.sea files are acceptable.

Editorial copy can be sent as a Microsoft 
Word® document, or saved from any word 
processing program as RTF or text (.txt).

Log Building News is a great way to contact 
the best log home builders. The ILBA is the 
largest group of builders of handcrafted 
log homes in the world — our members 
make well over $250 million of logwork 
each year. Please contact the office at  
1-800-532-2900 for an advertising 
specification sheet and ad rates.

F o r  m o r E  I n F o r m a T I o n

Ann Miks, Administrator
ann@logassociation.org

International Log Builders’ Association
P.O. Box 775
Lumby, British Columbia
Canada V0E 2G0 
800-532-2900 toll-free
250-547-8776 phone
250-547-8775 fax
www.logassociation.org

ILBA Board of Directors
President 
Ron Brodigan 
courses@schooloflogbuilding.com

Vice-President 
Pat Clark 
pclark@aboutmontana.net

Clerk/Secretary 
Earl Laverty 
earl@lavertyloghomes.com

Treasurer 
Kevin Maynard 
Kevin@openhearth.us

Directors 
Konrad Gallei 
konrad@gallei.de

Glen Jackson 
info@logandtimbertraining.com

David Rogers 
logdoctor@aol.com

Daniel Wait 
dan@fbiloghomes.com

Past President 
Ed Shure 
ed@timmerhusinc.com

Joining the ILBA
Membership in the International Log Builders’ 
Association is open to any interested person. 
Members get a copy of the ILBA Log Building 
Standards, one year of Log Building News, 
membership certificate, voting privileges, discounted 
conference registration, a listing in the Annual 
Directory, a copy of the Association Constitution 
and Bylaws, use of computerized help wanted and 
work wanted ads, and all ILBA mailings and notices. 
Company memberships have additional benefits. 
The ILBA accepts Visa or MasterCard. For more 
information on dues and member benefits, please 
call the ILBA office at 800-532-2900.

       I n  o u r  n E x T  I s s u E
 

Coming up in Log Building News 69 — 

• Makita Groove Cutter

• Dovetails

• Telemark Conference Reports

• More Tech Talk (contribute your ideas and photos today)

SUBMIT YOUR ARTICLES TODAY – WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
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